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Abstract
The concept of expectiles is here used to estimate expected shortfall for risk
management applications. The underlying idea that will be presented is
to employ an asymmetric (expectile) estimator. This enables the usage of
advanced quantile estimators and parameter smoothing without a breakdown
of the model. This is contrary to historical expected shortfall estimation
which frequently breaks down in small samples and reduces to the maximum
sample value. It is further inquired whether this approach enables a more
accurate estimation. The robustness as well as consistency properties of
this estimator are critically surveyed. The usage of parameter smoothing is
examined and a functional expectile estimator is proposed as an example of
a practical application. It is found to be biased but highly more accurate. A
new methodology for the judgment of expected shortfall estimator accuracy
is proposed and it is formally shown that the proposed method outperforms
competing models in terms of prediction accuracy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Current risk measures have been found to be unable to capture risk appro-
priately (historical estimation) or only with low efficiency (extreme value
theory) when the reliable underlying sample is small. Low samples occur
frequently in practical applications as financial portfolios often include illiq-
uid assets or the underlying market conditions are fast changing such as the
occurrence of structural breaks in the variance that potentially render large
parts of the sample unfit for ad-hoc risk measurement.
A broad inquiry into risk measures, reveals that the expected shortfall is
in fact the only risk measure that possess a very desirable combination of
properties, namely consistency and comonotonic additivity. A drawback for
its application has been lack of elicitability, i.e. with current methods ver-
ification and comparison of competing estimation procedures can only be
executed with respect to relative performance. This has been restricting the
development of testing and backtesting procedures for expected shortfall.
A short overview of M-quantile theory demonstrates the flexibility of expec-
tiles. Relations to the concepts of expected shortfall and quantiles reveal
usefulness thereof. A conducted simulation study provides statistical evi-
dence on the degree of robustness of the presented estimator. Expectiles are
elicitable. This enables the judgment of the overall goodness of fit of the em-
ployed estimator and makes the expected shortfall estimator conditionally
elicitable.
A drawback to the presented method is it’s dependency on the quantile struc-
ture of the underlying stochastic process. The relation between expectiles
1
2and quantiles is investigated and several possible approaches and solutions
are proposed and evaluated. Results indicate that the estimation of the dis-
tance from the expectile to the quantile with current methods may introduce
a bias into the model. The evidence provided in this study suggests that this
challenge could possibly be overcome by employing a more efficient small
sample estimator of the quantile and its relation to the expectile.
The presented methodology is successfully applied in practice, in financial
risk management. It’s ability to utilize smooth quantile and expectile es-
timators provided an increase in goodness of fit over comparable models.
Even tough it was found to be biased it dominated competing models, as the
largest deviation from the realized expected shortfall was smaller than for all
other models in the samples analyzed in this study.
Finally, further evidence is shown that the bias problem can potentially be
overcome in large samples.
1.1 Small samples in risk management
Financial portfolio’s often suffer from a small size of reliable samples. This
is due to two phenomena that are frequently encountered in financial risk
management:
• Illiquidity
– Due to unequal spacing of the realizations the portfolio sample
rate is often scaled down. Common practice is then to calculate
the portfolio returns on a daily basis, even if the portfolio contains
assets quoted with high frequency.
– Many portfolios contain infrequently traded assets such as stocks
or bonds of small sized companies or companies from illiquid mar-
kets.
• Time changing underlying stochastic processes
– A financial asset will have time changing properties. In times of
a market crash the variance and kurtosis of an asset may increase
dramatically. This makes portfolio realizations that have not been
observed in the immediate past ill-fit for risk measurement and
assessment.
3Many practical risk management applications rely on accurate measurement
of risk in illiquid markets. A common example is the margin calculation for
a financial title that depends on a medium sized company which is held in
”big chunks” by large investors and thus rarely traded. The development
of reliable risk management tools is a centerpiece and of utmost importance
for practical risk management. This creates many challenges. For example
the 99% quantile of a sample of 50 returns is in fact not defined and often
simply reduced to the largest value to ensure that the estimator is always
defined. This may not even be done consciously by the risk manager as many
computer algebra systems use this routine without alerting the user. This
naturally creates bias towards underestimating the portfolio risk in small
samples.
A recent study by Taylor (2008) emphasized the existence of a relationship
between expectiles and expected shortfall. The aim of this study is to analyze
the performance of this approach and possible extensions in an applied risk
management setting with a focus on small sample properties.
Chapter 2
Risk Measures
The purpose of risk measures in the financial industry is to quantify the risk
of a portfolio. The question how to measure risk is of utmost importance for
the vast majority of market participants:
• Investors
Risk assessment is an integral part of investment decision. Most in-
vestors will generally not be risk neutral and the decision whether do
buy an asset will depend on it’s return as well as on it’s riskiness.
• Risk managers
The choice of measures to asses risk will substantially influence deci-
sions of risk managers such as how much capital to set aside to prepare
for extreme market events.
• Clearing houses
The calculation of margin requirements for the clearing members de-
pends on how risk is measured.
• Regulators
An important part of modern financial market regulation has become
the determination of risk reserves that market participants will be re-
quired to hold.
4
5For the purpose of measuring risk, the random portfolio loss for an Asset
with realizations St in period t+ 1, t ∈ {0, . . . , T} is approximated as:
Lt+1 = −{log(St+1)− log(St)} (2.1)
See for example RiskMetricsTM - Technical Document (1994) or Embrechts
et al. (2005b). Note that under the Basel accord calculations are to be
executed under the assumption of an unchanged underlying portfolio. To
simplify notation a portfolio consisting of one asset is assumed below without
loss of generality.
Let (Ω,F , P ) be a probability space with the sample space of possible events
Ω, sigma algebra F on subsets of Ω and probability measure P : F → [0, 1].
Following the setup of Fo¨llmer and Schied (2004) let M(P ) be the set of
all absolutely continuous probability measures with respect to P on this
probability space and Q be a class of probability measures on Ω.
The formal definition of a risk measure is simply a mapping from Ω that
contains all possible loss scenario - such that L ∈ Ω will hold - to the positive
real numbers:
ρ : Ω→ R+ (2.2)
If the mapping fulfills the following three conditions it is referred to as a risk
measure:
1. ρ(0) = 0
If the portfolio is empty then there should be no risk indicated. Map-
pings adhering this condition are called Normalized.
2. ρ(L+ a) = ρ(L)− a ∀a ∈ R
If a nonrandom scalar (i.e. a cash position) is added then the risk
should decrease by exactly the amount added. Risk measures need to
be Translative as this greatly simplifies the determination of the nec-
essary funds necessary risk reserves to compensate for risky positions.
3. ρ(L1) > ρ(L2)∀L1 < L2 ∈ Ω
Monotonicity ensures that (absolute) higher losses lead to higher risk
indications.
62.1 Overview
In this section the most commonly employed risk measures will be introduced.
Historically the most popular risk measure was the standard deviation:
√
Var(L) =
√
E[(L− µ)2] (2.3)
With µ denoting the arithmetic mean of L.
2.1.1 Value at risk
The Basel II Accord, on banking supervision (2014) proposed the preferred
approach to measure market risk to be value at risk (VaR). Since then VaR
estimation has become a crucial part of risk management and driven by the
Basel regulation framework VaR became the most important measure for
market risk.
VaR is the Loss that the portfolio does not exceed with θ% probability. With
the cumulative distribution function Ft of Lt this definition can be formally
written as:
VaRt = F
−1
t+1(θ) = inf{L;Ft+1(L) ≥ θ} = qθ (2.4)
Obviously this is equivalent to the quantile of the portfolio loss. It measures
the worst loss that is to be expected with the current set information with
confidence level θ. Basel II states that market participants should use θ = 1%
and a forecast horizon of 10 days. At least one year of historical data should
be used to estimate VaR.
2.1.2 Expected shortfall
In recent years VaR has been criticized for a number of reasons, which will
be explained in the next section. Expected shortfall (ES) was proposed as
7an alternative risk measure.
ES = E(L|L ≥ F−1(θ)) (2.5)
For continuous distributions of the loss L, the θ% expected shortfall is given
as:
ESθ = E[L|L ≥ F−1(θ)] =
∫ ∞
F−1(θ)
f(L)
1− θdL (2.6)
See for example Embrechts et al. (2005b). Note that this definition (with
”>” and not ”≥”) is also well defined if F−1 has a probability atom at θ,
Rockafeller and Uryasev (2002).
In it’s (2014) consultative document the Basel Committee on Banking Super-
vision recommends the usage of expected shortfall for risk management pur-
poses. Risk management departments have generally not yet implemented
expected shortfall as well as VaR. Finding new methods to estimate and back
test expected shortfall poses many possibilities for applied research. The re-
mainder of this chapter explains why expected shortfall was recommended
in a policy shift by the Basel committee.
2.2 Properties of risk measures
There exists an array of propositions for desirable properties that a ”good”
risk measure should have. In the following the most important these prop-
erties will be explained. Table 2.1 gives an overview, considering selected
measures.
8Property Variance VaR ES Expectile
Coherence X X
Comonotonic Additivity X X
Robust, Weak Topology X
Robust, Wasserstein X X X X
Elicitability X X
Conditional Elicitability X X X X
Table 2.1: Properties of risk measures as in Emmer et al. (2013), extended
by selected properties
2.2.1 Coherence
Artzner et al. (1998) propose four axioms of coherent risk measures:
4. Translation invariance, ρ(L+ a) = ρ(L)− a∀a ∈ R, see 2. Translative
5. Monotonicity, ρ(L1) > ρ(L2)∀L1 < L2, see 3. above.
6. ρ(L1 + L2) ≤ ρ(L1) + ρ(L2)
Subadditivity ensures that diversification never leads to higher risks.
This is a natural assumption as Artzner et al. argue that market par-
ticipants could simply open several accounts at a clearing house (or
broker) and split their positions to reduce their margin requirement if
it would not hold.
7. ρ(kL) = kρ(L) ∀k ≥ 0
Due to Subadditivity ρ(L1 + (k − 1)L1) ≤ kL1 must hold. But since
an increased position size will make it harder to liquidate the position
the risk of the position should at least not be decreasing with it’s size.
Positive homogeneity ensures that this is not the case.
Not only are the requirements for coherence well in line with what market
participants reasonably could refer to as a ”minimum consensus” about what
properties a ”good” risk measure should fulfill at least. Also from a compu-
tational point of view it is very advantageous to have a risk measure that
fulfills the coherence properties as a dual representation then exists and can
9be expressed as:
ρ(L) = sup
Q∈Q
E
Q
(L) (2.7)
For a set Q of risk measures on Ω, the set of possible losses, Artzner et al.
(1998) as well as Huber (1981).
VaR is not subadditive for every possible loss distribution, as shown (among
others) in Embrechts et al. (2009). Unfortunately many portfolios include
derivatives that depend nonlinearly on the assets value. In this case the lack
of subadditivity can become a severe factor. A simple example displaying
VaR’s lack of subadditivity in a portfolio that includes digital options can be
found in exercise 16.11 in Franke et al. (2010).
Whether VaR will be subadditive actually depends on the distribution of the
portfolio loss. Examples where VaR will be subadditive are:
• If the losses are identically, independently distributed (i.i.d.) and pos-
itively regularly varying, Embrechts et al. (2009)
• If the loss underlies an elliptical distribution, Embrechts et al. (2005b)
These results may lead to the fast - but wrong - conclusion that VaR should
be ”approximately subadditive” for real financial data as it’s distribution
could for example be well approximated by an elliptical distribution. How-
ever Embrechts et al. (2009) note that for skew, heavy-tailed risk distribu-
tions as they are common in financial applications this will not hold well.
Especially the tails that are of most interest for risk management will not be
well approximated.
An even more severe drawback for VaR is that it’s calculation is mainly
influenced by a small local area around the realized VaR. Initially seen as an
advantage due to very high robustness this also means that the shape of the
extreme tail does virtually have no impact on VaR. An example of a discrete
distribution to display this is given in Figure 2.2.1 where the value of the
leftmost possible realization does not have any impact on the 5% VaR. In
this discrete setting it is obvious that the risk stemming from the extreme
left tail obviously can change dramatically without much impact on VaR.
If the the CAPM holds, an asset with a heavier tail behind the considered
10
Figure 2.1: Example indicating challenges resulting from VaR
quantile will have higher mean returns but also higher risk. Thus VaR will
most likely not give risk- and portfolio managers proper incentives.
In contrast to VaR expected shortfall is coherent, Delbaen (1998). And not
only is it coherent but also it is the smallest consistent and law invariant risk
measure that dominates VaR. Law invariant means that the risk of loss L
depends only on the probability distribution FL where L ∼ FL.
Additionally expected shortfall is dependent on the shape of the tail and thus
less prone to the neglection of sudden tail-risk changes.
2.2.2 Convex risk measures
As indicated in the definition of positive homogeneity (see 7.) the definition
of coherence by Artzner et al. (1998) poses problems for certain nonlinear
increases in risk. Most importantly increased liquidity risks due to very large
positions will not be considered appropriately. This prompted Fo¨llmer and
Schied (2002) to introduce the notion of convex risk measures. A risk measure
is called a convex risk measure if it is:
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8. Translation invariant, ρ(L+ a) = ρ(L)− a∀a ∈ R, see 2.
9. Monotone, ρ(L1) > ρ(L2)∀L1 < L2, see 3.
10. And Convex, i.e. ρ(λL1 + (1− λ)L2) ≤ λρ(L1) + (1− λ)ρ(L2)
Note that this will still ensure that diversification never increases the
portfolio’s risk.
Another very convenient property that comes with convexity if ρ(L) is nor-
malized (see 1.) then, according to Fo¨llmer and Schied, it ”can be interpreted
as a ’margin requirement’, i.e., the minimal amount of capital which, if added
to the position at the beginning of the given period and invested into a risk-
free asset, makes the discounted position [...] ’acceptable’”.
Like for coherent risk measures there exists a convenient explicit form of the
dual optimization problem of the calculation of ρ(L):
ρ(L) = sup
Q∈Q
{E
Q
(L)− θ(Q)} (2.8)
Where θ is a convex ”penalty function”, Fo¨llmer and Schied (2002) and
Heath (2000). In the dual representation it also becomes more obvious that
the definition of coherent risk measures is more strict than that of convex risk
measures. This can be easily verified by setting θ(Q) = 0 - which is affine
and thus convex. The dual representation of coherent risk measures is clearly
a special case of convex risk measures. In this special case diversification is
never increasing the risk but liquidity risk is not considered. Since coherent
risk measures are a subset of convex risk measures it is not surprising that
according to Fo¨llmer and Schied (2008) any positive homogeneous and sub-
additive risk measure is also convex. Expected shortfall and expectiles are
both convex risk measures.
Obviously Value at risk fails to be a convex risk measure according to this
definition as it is not subadditive and thus not convex.
2.2.3 Law invariance
As seen above it is often desirable to have a risk measure that depends only
on the probability distribution of the losses of portfolio positions and not on
12
any other factors. Formally, if
ρ(L1) = ρ(L2)
with P(L1 ≤ c) = P(L2 ≤ c)
∀c ∈ R
holds for two random then the risk measure is called law-invariant. Note
that this definition does not rule out liquidity risks. Obviously VaR is law
invariant.
It has been shown, Kusuoka (2001), Kunze (2003), Dana (2005), Fo¨llmer
and Schied (2004), Frittelli and Rosazza Gianin (2005) and for the non-
continuous case Jouini et al. (2006), that every law-invariant risk measure
can be represented as
ρ(L) = sup
µ∈M
∫
(0,1]
ESθ(x)µ(dθ) (2.9)
where M is the set of all absolutely continuous risk measures. Also for every
convex and law-invariant risk measure ρ(L)
ρ(L) ≥ ESθ(L) (2.10)
2.2.4 Comonotonic Additivity
L1 and L2 are comonotonic if there exist monotonic increasing functions
f1(X) and f2(X) that map the same source of uncertainty X onto L1 and
L2:
L1 = f1(x)
L2 = f2(x)
Thus comonotonicity between two random variables means that they are per-
fectly positive dependent. (Perfect negative dependence is defined only for
13
the two dimensional case and referred to as ”countermonotonicity”). Speak-
ing in a copula context the upper Frechet Hoeffding bound for cumulative dis-
tribution functions can only be achieved if two random variables are comono-
tonic.
A good way to imagine comonotonicity for financial instruments is that the
losses occur only from the same source of uncertainty. A simple example is
to look at two futures which only differ in their strike prices.
A risk measure ρ(L) is comonotonic additive if for every comonotonic L1
and L2 it holds that:
ρ(L1 + L2) = ρ(L1) + ρ(L2)
This is a highly desirable property. In practical risk management and clearing
the calculation of the risk is commonly done in aggregated form. An exam-
ple for this methodology is Eurex PRISMA, a cutting-edge risk management
methodology used by Eurex. In PRISMA groups consisting of an asset and
all derivatives that have this asset as underlying are formed prior to margin
calculation. AG (2013) p. 3: ”Cleared products that share similar risk char-
acteristics will be assigned to so-called Liquidation Groups, which result in
more accurate risk calculations and which will enable cross-margining within
Liquidation Groups.” Thus it is of crucial importance that risk measures
consider aggregation effects properly, i.e. are comonotonic additive.
Comonotonic assets can be seen as a special case of assets that have the
highest possible aggregated risk, Dhaene et al. (2002). This comes as no
surprise as comonotonic assets will offer no diversification when they are
aggregated. Lacking comonotonic additivity is a very serious drawback as it
means that the risk measure is not considering aggregation and diversification
effects properly.
Note that from the risk measures considered in this paper only Value at Risk
(VaR) and Expected Shortfall (ES) are comonotonic additive risk measures,
e. g. Emmer et al. (2013). Specifically note that expectiles are not comono-
tonic additive which marks the harshest argument against expectiles as risk
measure.
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2.2.5 Spectral risk measures
Acerbi (2002) introduces the class of spectral risk measures. Tasche (2002)
shows (Theorem 3.6 and Remark 3.7 ii) that this class is simply the class of
all risk measures that are
• coherent
• law invariant
• and comonotonoc additive
Tasche (2002) further shows (also in Theorem 3.6) that every coherent, law
invariant and comonotonic additive risk measure will be of the following form:
ρ(L) = p
∫ 1
0
VaRu(L)F (du) + (1− p)VaR1(L) (2.11)
Where p ∈ [0, 1]. For p = 1 and F (u) = max(0, u−τ
1−τ ) expected shortfall is
obtained.
VaR and expectiles are not spectral risk measures, Emmer et al. (2013).
This comes quite naturally as Var is not coherent and expectiles are not
comonotonic additive.
Unfortunately there is a conflict between subadditivity and robustness for
spectral risk measures, Cont et al. (2010)
2.2.6 Elicitability
Gneiting (2011) and Ziegel (2013): A risk measure ρ is elicitable if it can be
defined as the minimizer of a suitable expected scoring function. Elicitabil-
ity is a very desirable property for computational efficiency, forecasting and
testing algorithms. Gneiting (2011) gives a formal definition of elicitability.
Let S : R2 → [0,∞) be a scoring function. ρ(L) is said to be elicitable with
respect to a subset M1(P ) ⊂M(P ) of all continuous probability measures iff
ρ(Ft(L)) = arg min
Lˆt
∫
S(Lˆt, Lt)dFt(L) ∀Ft ∈M (2.12)
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Where Lˆt are portfolio loss point forecasts and Lt are verifying observations.
Expected shortfall is not elicitable, Gneiting (2011). Ziegel (2013) and Bellini
and Bignozzi (2013) reveal that in fact expectiles are the only elicitable and
coherent risk measure. But expected shortfall can be approximated by an
average of quantiles, making it ”conditionally elicitable”, Tasche (2013). Ad-
ditionally Taylor (2008) reveals a relation between expectiles - which are elic-
itable - and expected shortfall, see also equation (4.18). This relation can
potentially be used to achieve conditional elicitability.
2.2.7 Robustness
According to Huber and Ronchetti (2009) ”robustness signifies insensitivity
to small deviations from the [model] assumptions”. Naturally robustness
against outliers is widely regarded as a desirable property for risk measures.
But as already noted in the section above robustness can lead to trade-offs
for risk measures.
This is exemplified by the Value at Risk - one of the most robust risk measures
- of the distribution in fig. 2.2.1. It will be hard to react to sudden changes
of the tail structure of the risk measure is too robust. In the given case the
10% VaR and 5% VaR are not reacting at all to the changed values of the 4%
quantile because it mainly depends on a local area around the 10% quantile.
Another more positive viewpoint of this is that the assumptions the model
states on the tail behavior of the distribution have little impact on VaR.
A common measure for robustness is continuity with respect to the weak
topology, see e.g. Huber and Ronchetti (2009). Stahl et al. (2012) argue that
it is more appropriate to use continuity with respect to the Wasserstein metric
instead. Most risk measures are robust in this sense, see table 2.1, especially
the expected shortfall and expectiles are Lipschitz continuous with respect
to the Wasserstein metric, Pflug and Wozabal (2007), Pichler ((forthcoming)
or Bellini et al. (2014)
Robustness in an ε-environment
This survey will also consider a setup similar to Huber (1964). Consider a
mixture distribution with parameter ε
Fε = (1− ε) N(0, 1) + εH (2.13)
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where H is an unkonwn distribution. The minimax estimator θn is the esti-
mator that has the lowest asymptotic variance
min
θn
[
sup
n→∞
{Var(θn)}
]
(2.14)
Consider now the class of estimators θn with loss function ρ defined by
θn = arg min
θ
n∑
i=1
ρ(Yi − θ) (2.15)
The minimax estimator for 2.15 in 2.13 is, Huber (1964) and Huber and
Ronchetti (2009)
ρ(u)opt =
{
1
2
u2, if |u| < k
−k|u| − 1
2
k2, else
(2.16)
Where k ∈ [0,∞) and decreasing in ε can be recovered from
2ϕ(k)
k
− 2Φ(−k) = ε
1− ε
For a normal distribution the optimal estimator in the minimax sense would
thus be the arithmetic mean. As the distribution gets contaminated (for
increasing ε) the extreme values of the sample get limited to the cut off-
value k. As the distribution becomes totally unknown this collapses to one
point and the optimal estimate is the median. The least favorable density for
this estimator, i.e. the worst possible distribution that has all contaminating
mass outside the cut-off interval [u− k, u+ k] is
f0(uopt) = (1− ε)(2pi)− 12 exp{−ρ(u)opt} (2.17)
Inserting the minimax optimal estimator 2.16 into 2.17 delivers two interest-
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ing special cases. For a standard normal distribution
f0(uopt) = (1− ε)(2pi)− 12 exp(−x2) (2.18)
which - as expected - is a standard normal distribution. As the distribution
becomes totally contaminated (ε→ 1)
f0(uopt)→ (1− ε)(2pi)− 12 exp(−|x|) (2.19)
which is in fact a Laplace distribution with infinite Kurtosis. The density of
an asymmetric Laplace distribution is given by
fALD(x) = θ(1− θ)
{
exp{−(1− θ)|x− θ|}, if |x| < θ
exp(−θ|x− θ|), else (2.20)
Maximum likelihood yields
∂L(x)
x
=
∂ − log fALD
x
=
{
(1− θ)|x− θ|, if |x| < θ
−θ|x− θ|, else (2.21)
which will yield the quantile. A similar derivation for the asymmetric normal
distribution yields the expectile.
To enable a Monte-Carlo simulation of the ε-environment, H was set para-
metrically to a Laplace distribution. For appropriate mixture parameters
(≈ ε ∈ [0.05, 0.4]) This was found to generate artificial portfolio returns that
generally are able to produce very similar sample features (Kurtosis etc.) to
real financial data series.
Chapter 3
M-Estimators
3.1 Quantiles
The quantile of the loss L with underlying cummulative distribution function
F(l) is defined as
q(θ)t = F
−1
t (θ) = inf{l;Ft(l) ≥ θ} (3.1)
Quantile regression (QR) has been introduced by Koenker and Bassett (1978).
The underlying idea is to use an asymmetric absolute loss function to ”pun-
ish” for residuals below (”on the left side”) of the estimator differently from
residuals above
Q(β, θ) = arg min
θ
n∑
i=1
ρθ(Yˆi(β)− qθ)
with
ρθ(λ) = |θ − I(λ < 0)||λ| (3.2)
Analogously for the continuous case with probability denstiy function ∂F (l)
∂l
=
f(l)
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arg min
qθ
{
(1− θ)
∫ qθ
−∞
|u− qθ|f(u)du+ θ
∫ ∞
qθ
|u− qθ|f(u)du
}
Basset and Koenker show that the solution q(θ) to this linear convex opti-
mization problem will yield a consistent estimator of the θ-quantile.
3.2 Expectiles
Newey and Powell (1987) extended the idea of Aigner et al. (1976) of a
regression that uses a squared asymmetric check function
ρτ (λ) = |τ − I(λ < 0)|λ2
So that
e(Li, τ) = arg min
eτ
n∑
i=1
ρτ (Li − eτ )
Ordinary least squares (OLS) is a special case of asymmetric regression as
can be verified by setting τ = 0.5 where it also holds that e(τ) will be equal to
the arithmetic mean of Y. Analog formulation for the continuous case holds
arg min
eτ
{
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
(u− eτ )2f(u)du+ τ
∫ ∞
eτ
(u− eτ )2f(u)du
}
Derivation holds with respect to eτ holds
2(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
(u− eτ )f(u)du+ 2τ
∫ ∞
eτ
(u− eτ )f(u)du (3.3)
further F (x) =
∫ x
−∞
f(u)du
Newey and Powell coined the terms ”asymmetric least squares” (ALS) and
”expectile” for the resulting optimization solution eτ . More recently the term
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least asymmetrically weighted least square (LAWS) started to replace
”ALS” to distinguish the abbreviation from alternating least squares (ALS).
Obviously one of the advantages of LAWS over quantile regression is that the
resulting problem is a quadratic convex optimization problem, giving it an
edge in terms of computational speed. The border of the possible solution
space is having a continuous first derivative that is strictly monotone and
convex around the global minimum and the solution is easily found by finding
the point where the first derivative 3.3 is equal to zero
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
(u− eτ )f(u)du+ (1− τ)
∫ ∞
eτ
(u− eτ )f(u)du =
(−τ)
∫ ∞
eτ
(u− eτ )f(u)du+ (1− τ)
∫ ∞
eτ
(u− eτ )f(u)du
(1− τ)(E[X]− eτ ) = (1− 2τ)
∫ ∞
eτ
(u− eτ )f(u)du
eτ − E[X] = (2τ − 1)
1− τ
∫ ∞
eτ
(u− eτ )f(u)du (3.4)
which is equivalent to equation 2.7 in Newey and Powell (1987). An implicit
definition of the expectile can be derived by reformulation
eτ =
(1− τ) ∫ eτ−∞ uf(u)du+ µ+ τ ∫ eτ−∞ uf(u)du
(1− τ)F (eτ ) + τ(1− F (eτ )) (3.5)
The technical proof can be found in appendix A.
Expectiles are related to quantiles. A reformulation in the manner of Jones
(1994a) shows in fact that expectiles are in fact quantiles of a distribution
function G(y) that is related to the ”original” cumulative distribution func-
tion F (y)
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Setting 3.3 equal to zero yields
τ
(
eτ − 2
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du
)
+
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du =
τ
(∫ ∞
−∞
uf(u)du− 2
∫ eτ
−∞
uf(u)du
)
+
∫ eτ
−∞
uf(u)du
τ
{
2
(∫ eτ
−∞
uf(u)du− eτ
∫ eτ
−∞
f(u)du
)
+ eτ − µ
}
=∫ eτ
−∞
uf(u)du−
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du
Defining the partial moment P (Y ) =
∫ Y
xf(x)dx holds
w(eτ ) =
P (eτ )− eτF (eτ )
2{P (eτ )− eτF (eτ )}+ eτ − µ (3.6)
This is a density as follows from the more general proof following 3.14. As
the 0.5 expectile is the arithmetic mean of the original function it will also
hold that the median of w(eτ ) will coincide with the mean of F .
3.3 Relation between Quantiles and Expec-
tiles
Pareto-like distributions with tail index β are defined as
Fx(x) = 1− L(x)X−β, with lim
x→∞
L(tx)
L(x)
= 1, ∀t > 0 (3.7)
Bellini et al. (2014) show that for Pareto-like distributions it holds that
F¯{eτ (X)}
β − 1 ≈ 1− τ as τ → 1 (3.8)
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Obviously it holds further
F¯{eτ (X)}
F¯{qτ (X)} = (β − 1)
1− τ
1− τ (3.9)
Establishing that for Pareto-like distributions the quantile will be larger than
the expectile iff β < 2 and smaller than the expectile iff β > 2 for large values
of τ . Thus for return distributions in the maximum domain of attraction
(MDA) of the generalized extreme value distribution, i.e. if ∃W that is
generalized Pareto (GP) distributed with shape parameter γ, such that
sup
x≥0
|Fu(x)−Wγ,β(u)(x)| → 0 for u→∞ (3.10)
see theorem 18.9 in Franke et al. (2010). It has been found in previous studies
that this assumption describes the tail structure of financial data sufficiently
well to deliver competitive results for most applicational purposes in risk
management, see e.g. Moscadelli (2004). In these Studies the realized value
of β was found well above 2, being in line with the findings in this paper
and the additional findings that expectiles were more mean centered than
quantiles for the financial time series considered in this survey.Implications
for applications in risk management are that the expectile will is a less con-
servative risk measure for typicial financial data.
Further promising implications are a possible extension of the time dynamic
expectile based expected shortfall estimator introduced later. Estimation of
the tail parameter β could enrich the available information set, indicating
the relative distance between the expectile and the quantile. This could
potentially be used to eliminate the bias - found in section 6 below - in small
sample expectile based expected shortfall estimators.
3.4 M-quantiles
For a loss sample {l1, ..., ln} Huber (1964) proposes M-estimators as location
estimators of the form
arg min
T
n∑
i=1
ρ(li − T ) (3.11)
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where the loss function ρ is convex and symmetric. Note that for ρ = − log(f)
the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator results as a special case. The deriva-
tive of ρ is known as the influence function
ψ =
∂ρ
∂T
This approach was extended by Breckling and Chambers (1988) into the
class of M-quantiles. M-quantiles differ from M-estimators in allowing the
loss function to be asymmetric. It is defined by setting the derivative of 3.12
equal to zero and adjusting ψ accordingly
∫
ψp(x− θˆ)F (dx) = 0 (3.12)
ψp(x) =
{
(1− p) if (x < 0)
pψ(x) else
(3.13)
A proof analog to 3.6 for M-quantiles y yields
∫ y
−∞ ψ(x− y)f(x)dx
2
∫ y
−∞ ψ(x− y)f(x)dx−
∫
ψ(x− y)f(x)dx = p = w(x) (3.14)
3.14 is a density, Jones (1994b)
• ∫ y∞ ψ(x− y)f(x)dx −−−−→y→−∞ 0 and then w(x) −−−−→y→−∞ 0
• w(x) −−−→
y→∞
∫
ψ(x−y)f(x)dx∫
ψ(x−y)f(x)dx = 1
• Finally ∂w(x)
∂x
≤ 0 ∀x follows from 2.2 in Jones (1994b)
Obviously least asymmetrically weighted squares (LAWS) and quantile re-
gression (QR) are nested by the M-Quantile class of estimators.
Chapter 4
Methodologies
Due to the increased interest in expected shortfall a wide variety of estimation
methods has been proposed recently. Considered in this study are:
• Historical estimation
• Extreme value theory
McNeil and Frey (2000)
• Expectile based
Taylor (2008)
Another possibility is saddlepoint approximation. This is generally used for a
”first and quick” estimation and will in terms of accuracy often be dominated
by other methods. This was also the case for the dataset employed in this
study, which is why it will not be further considered below.
4.1 Historical Simulation
Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers states that for an i.i.d. sequence
Y1, ..., Yn with E(Yi) = µ <∞ and Y¯n = 1n
∑n
i=1 Yi
Y¯n
a.s.−−→ µ (4.1)
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This also holds for the set of all Lj that exceed the quantile qθ.Thus under
the assumption of i.i.d. data, a simple approach to calculate the expected
shortfall of L is the average of all values exceeding the empirical quantile
during a limited period [t −∆, t] where ∆ ∈ N is the size of the estimation
window
ÊS
HIST
t =
t∑
i=t−∆
E[Li|Li > qθ] (4.2)
Historical Simulation is a nonparametric technique, even though i.i.d. struc-
ture is assumed. This yields the advantage that model misspecification errors
are minimized. A full avoidance of model misspecification can not be achieved
though as liquidity risk is not factored in due to the assumed constant port-
folio structure, see e.g. Embrechts et al. (2005a)
4.2 Extreme Value Theory
Diebold et al. (2000) and McNeil and Frey (2000) proposed to use the peaks
over threshold (POT) method for financial data. The following section is
a short summary of the approach presented in McNeil and Frey (2000).
Extreme value theory foundations are presented according to Franke et al.
(2010), Embrechts et al. (1997) as well as Embrechts et al. (2005b).
The aim of this section is to introduce a semi-parametric approach to ex-
pected shortfall. The resulting estimator will estimate the quantile nonpara-
metric and assume that a Generalized Pareto Distribution approximates the
tail structure sufficiently well. The sample is assumed to be generated by a
process of the form
Lt = µt + σtzt (4.3)
Unfortunately Heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation are severe problems
for classical extreme value theory due to the i.i.d. assumption that will be
necessary for (4.6) below. The apparent conditional heteroscedasticity in
financial data clearly violates this assumption. To make these problems less
severe the data is ”pre-whitened” with GARCH volatility processes. The
approach proposed by McNeil and Frey (2000) is implemented by employing
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an ARMA GARCH and then fitting a GPD to the residuals zt. Fz denotes
the unknown distribution of Z
Due to 4.3 expected shortfall prediction for period t+ 1 can be executed by
EˆS
t+1
θ = µˆt+1 + σˆt+1EˆS
t
(4.4)
For any random variable X with distribution F it follows from Bayes theorem
for the distribution of the excesses over a threshold u:
Fu(x) = P(L− u ≤ l|L > u) = F (l + u)− F (u)
1− F (u) (4.5)
The generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) is defined as:
Gγ,β(l) =
 1−
(
1 + γl
β
)
, if γ 6= 0
1− exp
(
−l
β
)
, else
ξ and β are the shape and scale parameter of the GPD. The Pickands (1975)
Balkema and de Haan (1974) theorem states that for an i.i.d. sequence
(X1, ...) the threshold excess function Fu is well approximated for a wide
class of distributions 1 by the GPD as long as u is ”large”:
Fu(l)→ Gγ,β(l), as u→∞ (4.6)
The mean excess function is defined as:
e(u) = E(L− u|L > u) (4.7)
For a generalized Pareto distribution with
0 ≤ u <∞, if 0 ≤ ξ < 1
0 ≤ u ≤ −
(
−β
ξ
)
, if ξ < 0
1Especially this holds for the maximum domain of attraction of the generalized extreme
value distribution
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the mean excess function can be calculated explicitly as
e(u) =
β + ξu
1− ξ (4.8)
For a positive loss sample L1, ... the mean excess function can be consistently
estimated by
en(u) =
∑n
i=1(Li − u)ILi>u∑n
i=1 ILi>u
(4.9)
From (4.8) it becomes obvious that the GPD obviously is characterized by a
linear mean excess function in the threshold u. Thus a proper u can be found
by selecting a value that approximately linearizes the mean excess function.
For this purpose the sample mean excess function can be plotted against
the order statistic. Once this initial threshold u is found the mean excess
function for any threshold v > u can be obtained by
e(v) =
β + ξ(v − u)
1− ξ =
ξv
1− ξ +
β − ξu
1− ξ , if ξ < 1 (4.10)
Especially this holds for any quantile qθ > u of the residual losses −z. For
practical purposes F (u) can be estimated by the sample ratio of exceedances
over u: Nu
n
. Obviously a sufficient amount of exceedances is needed to esti-
mate reliably. For the case where insufficient data is available an estimator
for F (u) was proposed by Smith (1987).
Assuming the tail of Z follows a GPD, the expected shortfall is
E(G|G > γ) = γ + β
1− ξ (4.11)
Then also hold
Z − qθ|Z > qθ = (Z − u)− (qθ)|(Z − u) > (qθ)
Z − qθ|Z > qθ ∼ GPD{ξ, β + ξ(qθ − u)} (4.12)
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with 4.12 and 4.10 the expected shortfall follows as
ESθ = qθ + e(qθ) =
qθ
1− ξ +
β − ξu
1− ξ (4.13)
The choice of u is a drawback of the model. Several possible choices have
been implemented and a strong dependency of the estimator on u was noted.
The (arbitrary) proposal of McNeil and Frey (2000) to use u = q0.1 delivered
comparative estimation results in the simulation and empirical studies below.
4.2.1 Extreme value theory based quantile estimation
Smith (1987) provides an extreme value based quantile estimator. An obvious
estimator for the tail distribution (of observations exceeding the threshold u)
1− F (x) = {1− F (u)}{1− Fu(x− u)} (4.14)
is aquired by estimating F (u) by the in sample proportion of threshold ex-
ceedances Nu
N
and {1− Fu(x− u)} by an extreme value distribution
F̂ (x) = 1− Nu
N
(
1 + ξ̂N
x− u
β̂N
)−1
ξ̂N
(4.15)
Inversion yields
q̂θ = qu +
β̂u
ξ̂u

(
1− θ
Nu
N
)ξ̂u
− 1
 (4.16)
To ensure that qu is always well inside the sample, u is fixed and chosen
such that qu is significantly closer to the center of the distribution than qθ.
Loosely following McNeil and Frey u = 10% was found to perform well in
moving window estimation sizes of {50, 100, 200} with respect to estimation
efficiency and linearity of the mean excess function. Thus Nu
N
= 0.1
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4.3 Expectile based expected shortfall esti-
mation
The conditional autoregressive expectile (CARE) model was introduced by
Taylor (2008). It is based on asymmetric regression techniques - Aigner et al.
(1976) - and the Conditional Autoregressive Value at Risk (CAViaR) model
by Engle (1982). The purpose of CARE is to forecast expected shortfall in
a time dynamic setting. The following section will give a short introduction
to these foundations and then propose an algorithm - based on the results in
Taylor (2008) - to measure expected shortfall.
Reformulation of 3.4 holds a relationship between expectiles and the expected
shortfall
1− 2τ
τ
E [(Y − eτ ) I{Y < eτ}] = eτ − E[Y ]
For scalar e(τ) thus, Taylor (2008)
E[Y |Y < eτ ] = eτ + (eτ − E[Y ])τ
(1− 2τ)F (eτ ) (4.17)
For an appropriate τ with eτ = qθ holds
ESθ = eτ +
(eτ − E[Y ])τ
(1− 2τ)θ (4.18)
This relationship between expected shortfall expectiles can be used to mea-
sure and forecast expected shortfall. The approach employed in this survey
follows the following algorithm:
1. Start with a moving window subsample L1, . . . , Lnw of size nw of the
available sample L1, . . . , Ln to allow for time adaptive estimation
2. Estimate the sample quantile qˆθ. This can be done historically with
a pre-smoothed density function. Especially in small samples pre-
smoothing led to increased prediction power.
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3. With the sample expectile eτ find τ by
arg min
τ
{qˆθ − eˆτ}
4. Relation 4.17 yields ÊS
EXPECTILE
5. Shift the moving window subsample to include L2, . . . , Lnw+1
qθ was estimated within the moving window sample via historical estimation
unless otherwise noted. In extremely small samples this could alternatively
be done with quantile regression or local adaptive. The method has the addi-
tional property of producing quite similar results to the historical estimation,
which allows for a good comparison of the two methods.
4.4 An estimation method for smooth expec-
tile curves
This section will give a short insight into an alternative estimation method for
the expectile function. This is considered due to an increase in performance of
expectile based expected shortfall estimation when smoothing was employed.
Schnabel and Eilers (2009) propose a functional quantile estimator. The
method is well implemented in the R package Expectreg, Sobotka et al.
(2011). It is part of the library expectreg. The approach was found to deliver
very competitive results in terms of goodness of fit. Let ck, k = 1, . . . , K
be a set of scalars and ζk a set of appropriate basis functions. In the empirical
application a basis of parabolas was found to perform very well. A function
x(t) can then be approximated by
x(t) ≈
K∑
k=1
ckζk(t) (4.19)
Figure 4.1 displays the 1% expected shortfall of the FTSE 100 estimated
using the Schnabel and Eilers (2009) approach with Schall smoothing algo-
rithm, Schall (1991). Apparently the increase in risk in the years 2007 and
2008 seems to be captured more appropriately by this more sophisticated
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technique than with the simple moving window. This will be confirmed by
a new measurement accuracy test for expected shortfall in the empirical sec-
tion.
Figure 4.1: FTSE 100 1% expected shortfall
To allow analysis of it’s small sample properties, the approach was imple-
mented using the same moving window sample of size nw as for the other
approaches above. The last value of the moving window expectile function
was then taken as expectile estimator. This will generally produce a less
smooth expected shortfall estimator than in figure 4.1, which in fact is a
large sample version of the estimator proposed in this paper. Below it will
be shown, that the small sample version of the estimator is prone to underes-
timate the risk with a biased estimation. This problem can be fixed however,
if the Schnabel and Eilers (2009) expectile estimator without moving window
as in 4.1 is employed.
In the following the rolling window approach employing the Schnabel and
Eilers (2009) expectile estimator will be refered to as ”Smooth expectile”
approach.
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4.5 GARCH Models
Pre-whitening can often increase the performance of expected shortfall esti-
mation. For this purpose the volatility of the time series is estimated with a
GARCH type model and the losses are regularized
L∗ =
L
σˆt
(4.20)
The ARCH model was introduced by Engle (1982). Bollerslev (1986) ex-
pands the ARCH model into the GARCH model. Characteristics that occur
with financial data often include heteroscedasticity. In the GARCH model
it is assumed, that the data can be modeled by utilizing a ARMA process
and the variance of the distortion parameter can be modeled by a second
ARMA process. This enables enhanced modeling of volatility clustering and
underlying leptocurtic distributions. The GARCH structure is given by
Lt = µ+ β1Lt−1 + β2Lt−2 + . . .+ σtεt + γ1σt−1εt−1 + γ2σt−2εt−2 . . .
σ2t = a0 + a1L
2
t−1 + a2L
2
t−2 . . .+ b1σ
2
t−1 + b2σ
2
t−2 + . . .
The methodologies have been implemented in a rolling time window esti-
mation procedure. As the aim is to find expected shortfall measures that
perform good in small samples.
Chapter 5
Simulation Results
The properties of the proposed expected shortfall estimators will now be
examined and compared in a controlled Monte Carlo simulation environment.
5.1 Static Samples
Let Fε = (1 − ε) N +εH be a normal distribution contaminated by a dis-
tribution H. This setups follows Huber (1964). In the following H will be
assumed to follow a Laplace distribution. Increasing ε will thus increase the
kurtosis of this mixture. In this section ε will be fixed over the sample.
Figure 5.1: Time static example
Figure 5.1 displays the true 1%ex-
pected shortfall of Fε for 11 samples
with fixed ε ∈ {0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1} in
blue. The values were calculated
as historical expected shortfall in a
Monte Carlo simulation with sam-
ple size 1,000,000. This delivered in
four different iterations results that
had differences within O(10−5), in-
dicating sufficient approximation of
the true value.
A second sample with size n = 100
was generated. The expectile based expected shortfall estimator (black) was
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computed using the historical quantile, smoothed with a normal kernel. Red
triangles display the historical expected estimates. The most striking ad-
vantage of the expectile based method is that it is sure to delivers results
whereas the historical method can break down due to the low sample size.
With respect to accuracy the expectile based approach delivers comparable
results to the historical approach. 10,000 simulations with sample size 150
(to make sure the historical approach does not break down) were executed
to calculate the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of the 1%expected shortfall
estimators, see table 5.1. A slight superiority with respect to the MAD of
the expectile based approach was only found employing smoothed underlying
quantiles, reflecting a better quantile estimation.
n 10 150
ε Expectile Historical Expectile Historical Difference %
0 0.293 0.309 0.953 1.148 0.829
0.1 0.267 0.281 0.872 1.056 0.825
0.2 0.254 0.267 0.821 0.996 0.824
0.3 0.279 0.287 0.852 1.017 0.837
0.4 0.348 0.356 0.976 1.168 0.836
0.5 0.435 0.443 1.197 1.385 0.864
0.6 0.534 0.541 1.425 1.635 0.871
0.7 0.611 0.616 1.665 1.916 0.869
0.8 0.708 0.721 1.908 2.193 0.869
0.9 0.810 0.820 2.162 2.479 0.872
1 0.894 0.903 2.377 2.754 0.863
Table 5.1: Mean absolute difference (MAD) of expected shortfall estimators
under a Normal-Laplace mixture distribution with fixed mixture parameter
ε
The last two colums of table 5.1 show the MAD for a smaller sample size of
n=10. For the historical method the largest value was used as it would other-
wise break down and the quantile was not presmoothed, as this was introduc-
ing a bias due to the small sample size. The last row displays
MADExpectile
MADHistorical
.
Apparently the expectile based approach dominates even more for the lep-
tokurtic Laplace distribution in this small sample setting.
These results show a slight superiority due to the possibility to use quantile
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Figure 5.2: Expected shortfall estimates for a Normal-Laplace mixture dis-
tribution with linear increasing contamination parameter ε
ESdynamicSIMULATIONTest.R
smoothing in the expectile based approach. This simple model is constructed
to deliver results close to historical estimation.
5.2 Time Dynamic Samples
In the previous section a stationary setting with a sample generated by a
distribution Fε = (1 − ε) N +εH with fixed ε was analyzed. This section
examines the properties of the proposed expected shortfall estimators under
a time changing distribution. This is achieved by generating a sample of
losses, starting with L1 ∼ F0 and then gradually increasing ε ∈ [0, 1] by a
fixed step-size.
Figure 5.2 displays an example realization of this process where ε was in-
creased in 0.0001 increments. The resulting sample size is 0.0001−1 = 10, 000.
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The true expected value for selected points of the distribution was calculated
via historical estimation using a simulated sample with 1 million realiza-
tions. In figure 5.2 the true values are displayed as black dots. The expected
shortfall estimates where calculated using a rolling window size of 200. His-
torical estimation is displayed in red, expectile based in blue and extreme
value theory based in green. The first 200 sample observations where used
to initialize the model parameters and are afterwards discarded. As in the
stationary case it was found that pre-smoothing with a Gaussian kernel in-
creased the prediction power of the expectile based approach (as measured
by the mean absolute deviation from the true value).
Table 5.2 gives the mean absolute deviation from the true value for various
increment step sizes for ε and a moving estimation window size of 50. The
average was calculated using 100 iterations of the algorithm. Important facts
are observable in table 5.2
• The expectile based expected shortfall estimate shows similar estima-
tion power as the historical estimate. The mean average distance is
very similar for both models. This is a confirmation that the algorithm
is implemented properly.
• No significant additional improvement of the expectile based approach
over the historical approach when the underlying distribution of the
sample changes faster (for larger incrementation steps of ε) can be
found. This is of no surprise as this effect will mainly arise in prediction
contexts and not in same period measuring.
For a non smoothed quantile function the expectile based approach was again
found to be similar to the historical approach. As in the static case it is
observed that a advantage of the expectile based approach over historical
estimation in measuring is the fact that it allows for smoothing of the quantile
function. This is due to the fact that the historical estimate is not defined
anymore if the smoothed quantile exceeds the largest value in the estimation
sample. Obviously further research opportunities arise in finding an optimal
kernel to pre-smooth the quantile function. As is obvious from table 5.2
mentioned above the usage of a normal kernel increased the predictability
of the expectile based approach but has very limited improvement potential
for extreme quantiles. Quantile regression, e.g. Koenker (2005) could pose
another possible solution to this challenge.
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ε increments 0.0001 0.001
ε Expectile Historical EVT Expectile Historical EVT
0.1 0.493 0.498 0.548 0.455 0.459 1.354
0.2 0.416 0.420 0.515 0.552 0.557 0.661
0.3 0.450 0.456 0.545 0.454 0.460 0.528
0.4 0.532 0.537 1.188 0.542 0.547 0.845
0.5 0.702 0.705 0.935 0.733 0.739 1.042
0.6 0.904 0.909 1.359 0.844 0.851 1.575
0.7 0.971 0.978 1.418 1.114 1.120 1.773
0.8 1.290 1.298 1.345 1.211 1.218 2.474
0.9 1.475 1.483 1.834 1.251 1.256 4.435
1 1.398 1.406 3.205 1.356 1.364 2.139
Table 5.2: Mean absolute difference in contaminated setting with mixture
parameter ε increasing linearly in the sample
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The controlled simulation environment allows for construction of tests. The
true value of the expected shortfall is calculated as above with 1 million
iterations. Next the variance of the estimators is approximated as squared
difference to mean estimated value in all selected points over 500 simulation
iterations. For a setting with ε incrementation steps of 0.001 and a moving
estimation window of 50 the approximated mean and variance are given in
table 5.3
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Mean Variance
ε True ES Expectile Historical EVT Historical Expectile
0.1 -2.431 -2.102 -2.092 -2.391 0.211 0.213
0.2 -2.277 -1.950 -1.941 -1.947 0.144 0.145
0.3 -2.267 -1.877 -1.869 -1.595 0.185 0.187
0.4 -2.408 -1.955 -1.946 -1.670 0.223 0.225
0.5 -2.702 -2.093 -2.083 -1.871 0.376 0.380
0.6 -3.083 -2.389 -2.378 -2.714 0.495 0.500
0.7 -3.505 -2.698 -2.686 -5.717 0.760 0.768
0.8 -3.956 -2.955 -2.941 -2.980 0.918 0.927
0.9 -4.428 -3.310 -3.295 -3.505 1.464 1.478
1 -4.910 -3.821 -3.803 -3.640 1.326 1.340
Table 5.3: Mean and variance for selected expected shortfall estimators and
an underlying Normal-Laplace distribution where the mixture parameter ε
was increased slowly over the sample
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Due to the small sample size extreme value theory did not produce consistent
variance estimators. In fact it also failed to consistently produce plausible
estimates as extreme exceedance estimates where observed. This occurred
rather rare (during the calculation of the values in table in 5.3 0.228833%
of all estimates exceeded an MAD of 5) but indicates analogous problems to
historical estimation in small samples. Expectile based estimation was in fact
the only technique that was sure to deliver estimates in this survey. Historical
estimates could only be obtained by substituting the expected shortfall with
the maximum value of the sample as soon as θ−1 exceeded the sample size n.
5.3 Extensions
Further extensions of the expectile estimation or quantile estimation methods
allows further improvement of the relative performance of the expectile based
approach compared to historical estimation.
Table 5.4 displays the mean absolute distance MADExpectile from the esti-
mated 1% expected shortfall to the true value in a static setting. Three
scenarios with partially known parameters are considered to infer on param-
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eter influence. Ether τ or e(τ) are unknown, as a reference the case where
both are unknown is also given. The values displayed have been averaged
over 100.000 iterations of the simulation, n was set to 100. The scenario
with known eτ clearly has the smallest MAD, emphasizing the need for an
appropriate expectile estimator.
ε Both unknown τ known eτ known
0 0.3588234 0.3157145 0.2516114
1 1.065401 0.897209 0.745054
Table 5.4: Mean absolute difference under a partially known set of parameters
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Among many possible expectile estimation methods, the algorithm proposed
in Schnabel and Eilers (2009) was found to deliver results that dominated the
reference methods in all considered empirical samples in terms of goodness
of fit. Like the other methods it was implemented in a moving window, to
allow analysis of it’s small sample properties. Estimation fit relative to the
moving window method was found to increase for larger samples This was to
be expected as the approach delivers a time adaptive expectile fit.
Recall Figure 4.1, that among other desirable properties demonstrated the
possible usage of the Schnabel and Eilers (2009) expectile estimation method
with enhanced integration of larger samples into the information set. The
moving window estimator on the other hand primarily works with small local
samples to ensure adaptiveness. Note however that for large samples τ should
still be estimated adaptively, as will be shown below.
In the following the smooth expectile approach is implemented using the
(same moving window) sample as for the historical estimation. This is only
done because it allows for comparison of the small sample properties that are
of special interest. The ”smooth” expectile approach will then actually look
rugged, like in figure 6.1
Table 5.5 displays the mean squared difference of three different 1% ex-
pected shortfall estimators towards the true expected shortfall (calculated
in a sample with 1,000,000 observations) in a static contaminated setting.
The values where calculated employing a normal kernel density estimator for
pre-smoothing the data before quantile computation. 1000 iterations of the
algorithm where executed to ensure robust results. The available sample size
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for expected shortfall estimation was set to 100.
The approach employing the smooth expectile function performs poor com-
pared to the moving window expectile approach. This reflects the fact, that
the moving window approach assumes (local) stationarity within the window.
As this assumption is valid in this stationary simulation it dominates the
approach employing a smooth expectile function. In practical applications
however this assumtion does not hold and the smooth functional approach
was found to clearly dominate.
Another important characteristic of table 5.5 is that the extreme value ap-
proach tends to produce inconsistent results as ε increases. This is due to
the artificial threshold u that was set at the 90% quantile. This introduces a
form of expert bias into the model. As the kurtosis of the underlying model
increases it becomes more likely that the threshold is inappropriately set.
This can lead to unrealistic predictions. These occur rather rarely and are
obvious but poses challenges in the automation of the extreme value theory
approach in practical implementations.
Table 5.6 displays the estimation bias in the same setting as for table 5.5. It
was approximated as the mean difference towards the true value ÊS−ESTRUE.
Apparently all methods underestimate the portfolio risk due to the small
sample size. The smoothing of the expectile function was found to increase
the bias, a common problem of smoothing techniques. Nevertheless it was
found to dominate the other models in terms of prediction accuracy for real
financial time series (formal tests in the following section).
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ε Expectile Smooth expectile EVT
0 0.210 0.476 0.717
0.1 0.179 0.392 1.107
0.2 0.157 0.347 0.458
0.3 0.194 0.406 9.504
0.4 0.295 0.534 16.710
0.5 0.472 0.888 1.704
0.6 0.689 1.114 4.510
0.7 0.894 1.585 9.986
0.8 1.180 2.212 24.250
0.9 1.398 2.473 1378.25
1 1.815 3.107 50.092
Table 5.5: Mean squared difference for a Normal-Laplace mixture distribu-
tion with fixed mixture parameter ε
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ε Expectile Smooth expectile EVT
0 0.124 0.556 0.248
0.1 0.162 0.524 0.258
0.2 0.097 0.473 0.160
0.3 0.171 0.527 0.152
0.4 0.190 0.602 0.391
0.5 0.180 0.703 0.295
0.6 0.252 0.864 0.331
0.7 0.293 1.029 0.317
0.8 0.343 1.145 0.288
0.9 0.357 1.302 1.619
1 0.483 1.496 0.939
Table 5.6: Bias with an underlying Normal-Laplace mixture distribution with
fixed mixture parameter ε
ESsmoothSIMULATION.R
Chapter 6
Empirical results
The calculation of risk measures for the current portfolio market exposure
is the basis for margin calculations, e.g. Risk Based Margining, AG (2007).
The focus of this section is to determine the goodness of fit of the expected
shortfall estimation techniques introduced above. For this purpose a wide
selection of financial time series was employed. The most striking results will
be introduced in this section. This is supported by a selected set of examples,
the results hold true for all time series covered in the full study.
6.1 Data
The data employed was taken from a Bloomberg terminal and Reuters datas-
tream with kind permission of the research data center at the SFB 649. The
dividend adjusted log-returns of several financial time series where employed
in the survey
• FTSE 100 realizations from 01/09/1997 to 02/05/2005, GBP
• Stock, Cisco Systems, Inc. from 22/01/2007 to 18/02/2014, USD
• Stock, UBS AG from 21/01/2007 to 19/02/2014, EUR
• Stock, City bank Ltd. from 02/01/1990 to 07/04/2014, USD
• Stock, British petrol p.l.c. from 01/01/1971 to 26/05/2014, GBP
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• Future (current month delivery), Brent crude oil from 01/01/1990 to
26/05/2014, USD
6.2 Testing methodology
McNeil and Frey (2000) propose a testing methodology for time dynamic
expected shortfall estimates. This approach poses the same assumptions as
the extreme value theory based estimator introduced above. Especially 4.3
holds.
Let the residual of the realized return rt, conditional on the exceedance of
the θ quantile qt,θ be denoted by
νt =
{
rt − EStθ
∣∣ rt
σt
> qθ
}
(6.1)
To have a lower dependence on the employed quantile estimation method the
condition rt > qt,θ was evaluated using pre-whitened data. Under 4.3 these
conditional residuals will be i.i.d. with E[νt] = 0. Standardization yields
νt√
Var(rt| rtσt > qθ)
= ν∗t ∼ (0, 1) (6.2)
A bootstrap test, see e.g. Efron and Tibshirani (1993), is implemented to
estimate Var(Z|Z > qt,θ). Of interest will be mainly a test in the fashion of
H0 : E[ν
∗
t ] = 0 H1 : E[ν
∗
t ] 6= 0 (6.3)
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6.3 Risk management application
Figure 6.1: Realized FTSE 100 losses and corresponding 1%-expected short-
fall estimators using a moving window size of nw = 200 for adaptive
estimation. The moving window expectile (blue), historical (red), EVT
GARCH(1,1) (green) and smooth expectile (black) estimators are displayed.
ESPlot.R
Figure 6.1 displays expected shortfall estimators, estimated with a moving
window size nw of 200.Apparently the extreme value theory based approach
indicates higher portfolio tail-risk than the other estimation approaches. Be-
low it will be shown formally that actually only the extreme value theory
based approach delivers unbiased estimation results. The smooth expectile
approach shows a more volatile estimate, reflecting the fact that it captures
the risk more adaptively than the simple moving window approaches (which
are displayed in the upper graph).
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6.4 Results
To judge the goodness of fit of the proposed expected shortfall estimator an
approach following McNeil and Frey (2000) is implemented. A GARCH(1,1)
model was employed for standardization and rescaling. Confidence intervals
are calculated using a nonparametric bootstrap following Efron and Tib-
shirani (1993). Figure 6.2 displays a boxplot of the realized 5% expected
shortfall test statistic ν∗ from (6.2) for the UBS stock. The smooth expectile
approach shows very small whiskers.
Figure 6.3 displays a similar boxplot of ν∗ for realized 1% expected shortfall
test statistic. Again the smooth expectile based approach shows very small
whiskers but a bias seems to become obvious.
Table 6.1 gives a broader overview over a wider selection of assets. It displays
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for ν∗t given in (6.2) with θ = 0.05.
As before nw denotes the moving window size, i.e. the estimation sample.
Obviously the underlying assets could support larger estimation windows
- especially for the extreme value theory and functional expectile based ap-
proaches - but the main interest of this survey are the small sample properties
of the proposed estimators.
Figure 6.2: Conditional scaled differences (ν∗) of 5% expected shortfall es-
timators for the UBS stock returns. A moving window size nw of 200 was
employed.
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Figure 6.3: Conditional scaled differences (ν∗) of 1% expected shortfall es-
timators for the UBS stock returns. A moving window size nw of 200 was
employed.
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nw Expectile Functional Historical EVT
FTSE 100
200 [-0.515, -0.240] [-0.042, 0.077] [-0.509, -0.217] [-0.047, 0.128]
100 [-0.394, -0.136] [-0.090, 0.014] [-0.360, -0.032] [-0.060, 0.168]
50 [-0.415, -0.148] [-0.111, -0.027] [- -] [-0.075, 0.123]
Cisco Stock
200 [-1.031, -0.112] [0.043, 0.114] [-0.603, -0.236] [-0.180, 0.106]
100 [-0.689, -0.284] [-0.097, 0.013] [-0.344, -0.096] [-0.112, 0.090]
50 [-0.470, -0.205] [-0.084, -0.010] [-, -] [-0.953, 41.040]
UBS Stock
100 [-0.463, -0.176] [-0.106, -0.008] [-0.363, -0.042] [-0.156, 0.171]
Brent Crude
200 [-0.369, -0.185] [-0.366, -0.316] [-0.354, -0.156] [-0.078, 0.050]
100 [-0.266, -0.180] [-0.344, -0.277] [-0.267, -0.127] [-0.066, 0.028]
Table 6.1: 95% confidence intervals for ν∗ with θ = 0.05
ESdynamicTest.R
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Obviously the H0 defined in 6.3 is least rejected for the extreme value the-
ory approach. Nevertheless, the functional expectile approach shows very
narrow confidence bands. This is confirmed by figure 6.4 that displays the
scaled conditional difference between the realized quantile exceedances and
a selected expected shortfall estimator as defined in 6.2 for the FTSE 100.
The FTSE sample is displayed because it shows the challenges of expectile
smoothing in this context most clearly. Estimation was carried out using a
moving window of size 100. The functional expectile estimate captures the
tail fairly well but is more sensitive to negative exceedances than to positive
ones. This leads to it being outperformed (in a bias) sense by the extreme
value based approach.
Figure 6.4: Test statistics ν∗t (6.2) for testing the null of unbiasedness of
four different expected shortfall estimators: historical (red), moving window
expectile (blue), smooth expectile (black) and extreme value teory (green).
Here we set θ=0.05.
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A look at table 6.1 reveals that the non-smooth rolling window expectile
based approach and the historical approach suffer from a similar negative
bias problem. This could indicate that the employed historical 100 day mov-
ing window quantile estimate is underestimating the true quantile. Further
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evidence for this hypothesis is supplied by analyzing more extreme values
of θ. Figure 6.5 displays the test statistic for θ =1%. It becomes apparent
that the historical and non-smooth expectile estimators suffer from the same
asymmetric coverage problem as the smooth expectile approach. As the EVT
based approach employs a pre-whitened loss series with the θ = 0.1 quantile
as threshold it is less affected by the inappropriate quantile estimate. First
the returns were pre-whitened with a GARCH(1,1). This did not solve the
challenge.
Figure 6.5: Conditional scaled differences of 1% expected shortfall estimators
(Cisco stock)
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Next, equation 4.16 was employed to apply an extreme value theory based
quantile estimator with θ = 0.05 and an adaptive 90% threshold u. Table
6.2 displays 95% confidence intervals for the expected shortfall test statistic
in 6.2. The confidence intervals for the test statistics still indicates bias.
Employing extreme value theory based quantile estimators did not pose a
solution to the challenge of reducing the estimators bias. Nevertheless it
should be stressed once again that the smooth expectile approach was able
to generally deliver more accurate estimations than any other method in this
study (see e.g. figure 6.4).
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nw Expectile Functional Historical EVT
FTSE 100
300 [-1.588, -1.211] [-0.244, -0.107] [N.D., N.D.] [-0.023, 0.196]
150 [-1.084, -0.691] [-0.168, -0.069] [N.D., N.D.] [-0.069, 0.084]
100 [-0.932, -0.617] [-0.147, -0.072] [N.D., N.D.] [-0.047, 0.160]
Cisco Stock
300 [-2.858, -1.697] [-0.285, -0.085] [N.D., N.D.] [-0.197, 0.108]
150 [-1.640, -1.052] [-0.330, -0.139] [N.D., N.D.] [-0.145, 0.064]
100 [-1.227, -0.323] [-0.226, -0.069] [N.D., N.D.] [-0.150, 0.111]
UBS Stock
150 [-1.355, -0.833] [-0.290, -0.111] [N.D., N.D.] [-0.163, 0.133]
Table 6.2: ES test statistic confidence intervals (using EVT quantiles)
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6.4.1 A Mincer-Zarnowitz regression
To find out whether the expectile approach delivers additional information
to the extreme value theory and historical approaches a Mincer-Zarnowitz
regression, Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969), for the conditional exceedances
rt|rt>qt,θ is implemented. The condition rt > qt,θ is again evaluated using a
GARCH(1,1) pre-whitened return series. This regression also allows for a
combination of the expected shortfall estimations of all models included in
the regression
rt
∣∣∣∣ rtσt > qθ = β0+β1ÊSθ,tEXPECTILE+β2ÊSθ,tHIST+β3ÊSθ,tEV T+β4ÊSθ,tSMOOTH
(6.4)
Table 6.3 displays 95% confidence intervals for the βi, i = {0 . . . 4} param-
eter from equation (6.4) with θ = 0.01. Only time series yielding more than
50 valid exceedance returns rt|rt>qt,θ are listed. β1 and β2 have not found
to be significant. Additional regressions were executed, excluding ÊSθ,t
HIST
or ÊSθ,t
EXPECTILE
to ensure that the results are not influenced by multi-
collinearity but the parameters where still insignificant. By far the strongest
significance was found for the smooth expectile expected shortfall estimator.
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The extreme value theory based estimator also showed slight significance,
indicating that a combination of the two forecasts could yield an increased
model fit.
For the BP return series the estimates for historical and moving window
expectile estimation are in fact significant. But removing either one of them
makes the other one insignificant, indicating multicollinearity.
City Stock Crude Oil BP BP
β0 [ 0.029, 0.038] [ 0.089, 0.237] [-0.009, -0.002] [-0.006, 0.000]
β1 [-0.041, 0.229] [-0.051, 0.262] [ 0.114, 0.424] [-0.056, 0.039]
β2 [-0.229, 0.024] [-0.320, 0.077] [-0.466, -0.142]
β3 [-0.003, -0.000] [-0.053, -0.001] [-0.002, 0.000] [-0.001, 0.000]
β4 [ 0.900, 0.979] [ 0.868, 0.957] [ 0.830, 0.924] [0.848, 0.945]
Table 6.3: 95% confidence intervals for the β parameters in regression (6.4)
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6.5 Research Outlook: Larger samples
In the examined financial time series, for the smooth expectile approach, it
was generally found that the portfolio risk was
• Underestimated if all parameters where estimated under a small nw ≈∈
[140, 0)
• Overestimated if if all parameters (including eτ ) where estimated in a
large sample (nw & 1000)
– This is very likely reflecting the fact that τ in this setting is esti-
mated nearly time static
Figure 6.6 displays the test statistic ν∗t from equation 6.2 for the smooth
expectile approach. The whole sample was used for expectile smoothing. qθ
and τ where calculated using a moving window of 600 observations, qθ was
computed extreme value theory based according to 4.16. The bootstrapped
95% confidence interval is [-0.222,0.308]. Finding the optimal nw for the
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estimation of τ and qθ could yield a possible extension of expectile based
approaches. A simple solution would be to use the test statistic ν∗ and
numerically estimate nw such that the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval
is centered around 0.
Figure 6.6: Conditional differences ν∗, for a smooth expectile estimator with
θ =5% expected shortfal (Cisco stock). The smooth quantile function was
calculated over the entire sample (6115 observations), whereas τ was cali-
brated using a moving window of size nw = 600
ESdynamicPlot.R
Chapter 7
Summary
The usage of expected shortfall is very recommendable in risk management
applications as it ensures that the risk is covered consistently, especially the
tail risk structure. Its practical implementation however was seen to be
troublesome for small samples.
Historical estimation needs to assume a high degree of stationarity and is
very restrictive on the employed quantile estimators. It will break down as
soon as the quantile estimator exceeds the largest observation. As the Basel
committee recommends the usage of 1% risk measures this would in practice
mean that the sample needs to include more than 100 reliable observations
of the current underlying stochastic process to allow for this method.
Extreme value theory based approaches on the other hand where found to be
unbiased in small samples but not very efficient as its ν∗ statistic was very
scattered for all considered assets.
It was found that expectile based approach did perform very promising. Es-
pecially the possibility to use smoothed quantile and expectile estimators did
increase the prediction accuracy. Unfortunately it became obvious that the
estimator is often underestimating the portfolio risk. This is most likely to
be caused by an inproper estimate of τ . This could possibly be fixed with
more advanced qτ estimators which would pose a natural extension of the
approach. Additional extensions to achieve this are suggested below.
The proposed Mincer-Zarnowitz regression for expected shortfall did confirm
the dominating fit of the functional expectile expected shortfall estimate.
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Even tough it is more sensitive to downside risk than to upside risk it was
found to dominate risk measuring in terms of estimation efficiency against all
other methods employed in this study, as even it’s worst conditional predic-
tion error for ν∗τ was always surpassed by the other models prediction errors,
see e.g. figures 6.4 and 6.5.
7.1 Further extensions
The expectile based approach can be further extended. Appart from the
above mentioned approaches there are further promising extensions which
will especially increase the model’s performance in small samples. The esti-
mate for the expectile and it’s relation to the quantile can be obtained from
a nonparametric expectile density estimation in the manner of Yao and Tong
(1996).
Xiao and Koenker (2009) propose the estimation of quantiles with an under-
lying GARCH model structure. This approach could be altered accordingly
to estimate the expectile.
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Anhang A
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
(u− eτ )f(u)du =
τ
∫ ∞
eτ
(eτ − u)f(u)du+ τ
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du− τ
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
(u− eτ )f(u)du =
τ
∫ ∞
∞
eτf(u)du− τ
∫ ∞
eτ
uf(u)du− τ
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
(u− eτ )f(u)du+ τ
∫ ∞
eτ
uf(u)du =
τ
∫ ∞
∞
eτf(u)du− τ
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
uf(u)du+ τ
∫ ∞
eτ
uf(u)du =
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du+ τ
∫ ∞
∞
eτf(u)du− τ
∫ eτ
−∞
eτf(u)du
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
uf(u)du+ τ
∫ ∞
eτ
uf(u)du =
eτ
{
(1− τ)
∫ eτ
−∞
f(u)du+ τ
∫ ∞
∞
f(u)du− τ
∫ eτ
−∞
f(u)du
}
(1− τ) ∫ eτ−∞ uf(u)du+ τ ∫∞eτ uf(u)du
(1− τ) ∫ eτ−∞ f(u)du+ τ ∫∞∞ f(u)du− τ ∫ eτ−∞ f(u)du = eτ
(1− τ) ∫ eτ−∞ uf(u)du+ µ+ τ ∫ eτ−∞ uf(u)du
(1− τ)F (eτ ) + τ(1− F (eτ )) = eτ
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